
WANT MORE DETAILS?

OUTDOOR
KITCHENS

We would love to show you the many reasons why you’ll love our outdoor kitchens. Please visit:

www.OUTDOORELEMENTSDESIGN.com

See more on 
Instagram:

© Outdoor Elements LLC 2023
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SYWe’ve spent nearly a decade refining 

our outdoor kitchens. They have 
evolved into an exceptionally easy 
solution for creating a high-end 
outdoor kitchen without all the usual 
fuss. The end product is a clean, 
modern amenity that you won’t find 
anywhere else. With proven, stainless 
steel storage components, beautiful 
counter options, and high-end grills, 
you will be happy with both the look 
and functionality of your new kitchen.



CALEO 500

5’ OUTDOOR KITCHEN

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- Flush fitting access doors that match frame

- Select almost any desired grill (or no grill at all)

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting

If you’re looking for a beautifully simple solution for basic outdoor 

cooking, this outdoor kitchen is for you. It is stylish without any extra 

fuss. Easy to install and easy to clean, the Caleo does its job without 

being overly flashy.
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ARDEO 800

8’ OUTDOOR KITCHEN

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- High quality, stainless steel components

- Many component configurations available

- Clean, modern look

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting 

The Ardeo 800 is a solid option for almost any outdoor space. It 

offers enough storage and work space options to be very functional 

without taking up too much space. Perfect for any deck or patio.
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ARDEO 800-GC
Grill Centered

AB C

ARDEO 800-GL
Grill Left

AB E

ARDEO 800-GLF
Grill Left with Fridge

ARDEO 800-GR
Grill Right

A BC

ARDEO 800-GRF
Grill Right with Fridge

A BE

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS Please see price list for component options.*

*This product is customizable. Contact us for additional selections and configurations. In rare situations, certain component combinations 
may not be possible. If this is an issue with your selections, we will notify you and suggest possible alternatives prior to fabrication.



ARDEO 1000

10’ OUTDOOR KITCHEN

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- High quality, stainless steel components

- Many component configurations available

- Clean, modern look

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting

The Ardeo 1000 offers more counter space for those outdoor living 

areas that can afford a little extra elbow room. This model offers 

all the same component options as the 800, just with some extra 

breathing room.

ARDEO 1000-GC
Grill Centered

ARDEO 1000-GCFR
Grill Centered with Fridge Right

ARDEO 1000-GL
Grill Left

ARDEO 1000-GCFL
Grill Centered with Fridge Left

ARDEO 1000-GLF
Grill Left with Fridge

ARDEO 1000-GRF
Grill Right with Fridge

ARDEO 1000-GR
Grill Right

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS Please see price list for component options.*
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*This product is customizable. Contact us for additional selections and configurations. In rare situations, certain component combinations 
may not be possible. If this is an issue with your selections, we will notify you and suggest possible alternatives prior to fabrication.



ARDEO 1200

12’ OUTDOOR KITCHEN

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- High quality, stainless steel components

- Many component configurations available

- Clean, modern look

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting

Are you looking for an outdoor kitchen with more storage, room 

to work, and component options? The Ardeo 1200 will satisfy your 

needs. Use it to create a well-outfitted cooking and entertaining 

experience. Large grills feel right at home in the 1200. Need a little 

room for a countertop appliance like a pizza oven? This kitchen will 

handle it. ARDEO 1200-GCL
Grill Centered Left

ARDEO 1200-GCLF
Grill Centered Left with Fridge

ARDEO 1200-GCRF
Grill Centered Right with Fridge

ARDEO 1200-GCR
Grill Centered Right

ARDEO 1200-GL
Grill Left

ARDEO 1200-GR
Grill Right

ARDEO 1200-GRF
Grill Right with Fridge

ARDEO 1200-GLF
Grill Left with Fridge

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS Please see price list for component options.*

A B C D A B C E

ABCD ABCE

AB C D A BC E

A BCD A BCE
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*This product is customizable. Contact us for additional selections and configurations. In rare situations, certain component combinations 
may not be possible. If this is an issue with your selections, we will notify you and suggest possible alternatives prior to fabrication.



ARDEO 1000-L

10’ L-SHAPED OUTDOOR KITCHEN

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- High quality, stainless steel components

- Many component configurations available

- Clean, modern look

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting

This is our solution for a corner-fitting outdoor kitchen. Use it to 

fill the corner of a deck or patio or bring it out in the open to help 

define the space. Either way, it will shine.

ARDEO 1000L-GR
Grill Right

ARDEO 1000L-GRF
Grill Right with Fridge

ARDEO 1000L-GLF
Grill Left with Fridge

ARDEO 1000L-GL
Grill Left

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS Please see price list for component options.*
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*This product is customizable. Contact us for additional selections and configurations. In rare situations, certain component combinations 
may not be possible. If this is an issue with your selections, we will notify you and suggest possible alternatives prior to fabrication.



ARDEO 1000-LS

10’ L-SHAPED OUTDOOR KITCHEN
with bar seating extension

- 3/16” Thick powder coated aluminum frame

- High quality, stainless steel components

- Many component configurations available

- Clean, modern look

- Easy to install with adjustable toe-kick

- Beautiful counter options

- Interior floor lined with composite deck boards

- Optional LED toe kick lighting

The Ardeo 1000-LS is essentially the same as the 1000-L with a 

countertop extension that allows for bar seating. It’s a great way 

to entertain groups or to gather as a family. Let’s face it, everyone 

wants to hang out by the grill anyway. That’s where the action is.

ARDEO 1000LS-GR
Grill Right

ARDEO 1000LS-GRF
Grill Right with Fridge

ARDEO 1000LS-GLF
Grill Left with Fridge

ARDEO 1000LS-GL
Grill Left

STANDARD CONFIGURATIONS Please see price list for component options.*
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*This product is customizable. Contact us for additional selections and configurations. In rare situations, certain component combinations 
may not be possible. If this is an issue with your selections, we will notify you and suggest possible alternatives prior to fabrication.


